Call for Tenders No. 10-220719-A

FIRST CALL FOR WP-E RESEARCH PROJECTS

EUROCONTROL is launching on behalf of the SESAR Joint Undertaking the first call for WP-E Projects.

The SESAR Work Programme includes a work package specifically devoted to long-term and innovative research: WP-E.

The call for WP-E Research Projects will explore ideas focussed on the long term but may also study innovative solutions applicable in short- and mid-terms.

Who should tender: Academia, research centres, industry / SMEs that share a common expertise and interest in a relevant air traffic management or transportation domain

Closing date: 26 October 2010 – 15h00

NOTE: After 4 October 2010 the call for tenders documentation will in principle no longer be despatched.

Point of Contact:

If you wish to receive the call for tenders and / or if you have any other related questions, please contact:

Burkhart von Erlach
Partnerships and Agreements Section
e-mail: burkhart.von-erlach@eurocontrol.int
tel.: +33 1 69 88 72 28
fax.: +33 1 69 88 75 18

Eva Contreras
Procurement Services
e-mail: eva.contreras@eurocontrol.int
tel.: +32 2 729 3727
fax.: +32 2 729 9142

IMPORTANT NOTICE

The full call for tenders documentation is available in electronic format (.pdf).
If you wish to obtain the call for tenders documentation please read and follow carefully the instructions below:

1. Send an e-mail to the Point of Contact mentioned above.
2. Confirm explicitly in your e-mail message that you have read and understood the contents of the "IMPORTANT NOTICE".
3. Upon receipt of the call for tenders documentation, please send an
acknowledgement of receipt to the Point of Contact.

4. You should be aware that electronic transmission is not secure transmission and that it may be read by third parties.

5. EUROCONTROL will accept no responsibility whatsoever for the completeness, accuracy and/or timeliness of the transmission of the electronic documents (nor for the electronic documents themselves).

6. Paper copies of the call for tenders documentation are available to potential tenderers upon specific request, and these shall at all times prevail.

7. Submission of tenders shall not be made electronically and shall be exclusively made in strict accordance with the indications given in the "NOTICE CONCERNING THE PRESENTATION OF PROPOSALS BY TENDERERS".

8. You may:
   a) print out the documents;
   b) forward the documents further on a strictly need-to-know basis (always fully acknowledging the source, i.e. EUROCONTROL), and
   c) use print-outs of the electronic call for tenders documents for the submission of tenders (especially Form AF3/2AO).

9. You may not:
   a) modify, edit and/or change the electronic documents;
   b) transmit them to any third person who has no need for them;
   c) post the documents on any private or public website;
   d) alter the originating source (EUROCONTROL) and or copyright signs etc., or
   e) transmit the documents without indication of the source.

10. EUROCONTROL reserves the right not to send you the tender documentation, if your company is considered as obviously incapable of submitting an offer to the call for tenders (size of the project, complexity etc.).

Environmental notice:
To reduce wasteful paper consumption, we invite you to only print electronic documents or request paper copies of the call if you are actually considering submitting a tender.